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Let X;(p) denote the Fermat variety of dimension r and of degree m detined over 
a finite field F,, with q= p’ elements. For a fixed m, we prove that certain 
arithmetical invariants of XL(p), such as the stable rank of X;,,(p), and the Picard 
number of P,(p), depend only on the congruence class of p modulo m. The results 
are extended also to products of Fermat varieties over IF,, and also to finite 
quotients of a Fermat variety over IF,,. @Z 1986 Academic Press, Inc 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Let k = [F, be a finite field of q = p.“ elements (p a prime). Let X;(p) 
denote the Fermat variety of dimension r and of degree m defined by the 
nonsingular hypersurface in the projective space P;+ I, 
Ym(p):X;;+XT+ ... +x:+,=0. 
We assume throughout the paper that m f 0 (modp), and that the field 
of definition for p,(p) is the finite field k = [F, such that q = pf is the 
smallest power of p satisfying the congruence pf= 1 (mod m). 
The purpose of this paper is to prove the following results. 
THEOREM A. Fix m. Then the following arithmetical invariants of X;(p) 
depend only on the congruence class of p module m. 
(1) The stable rank of pm(p) (the Hasse- Witt invariant of the Fermat 
curve XL(p) $r = 1). 
(2) The Picard number p(x’,(p)) of the Fermat suflace x’,(p). 
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THEOREM B. Let 
Y&yp):=x’,(p) x ... xx’,(p) 
n corks 
be the product of n copies of X;(p) defined over a finite field k = IF,. Fix m. 
Then the following arithmetical invariants of Y;“(p) depend only on the con- 
gruence class of p module m. 
(1) The stable rank of Yr(p) for arbitrary n. 
(2) The Picard number p( Y:*(p)) of the product Y;*(p) of two 
Fermat curves. 
THEOREM C. Let Zm(p):= Xm(p)/% be a quotient uariety of J$(p) by a 
finite group ‘3 of automorphisms of X;(p). Suppose that B acts on X;(p) 
fixed point freely. Then ZL( p) is a nonsingular algebraic variety of dimension 
r defined over k = [F,. Fix m. Then the following arithmetical invariants of 
Z;(p) depend only on the congruence class of p modulo m. 
( 1) The stable rank of Z;( p). 
(2) The Picard number p(Zk(p)) of the surface Z:(p). 
Theorem A( 1) with r = 1 was suggested by E. Kani. 
Proofs are based on previous works of Shioda and Katsura [6], Shioda 
[S], and Yui [13, 141. 
2. PRELUDE TO PROOFS 
Let V denote a smooth projective algebraic variety of dimension d 
defined over k = F,. We recall the definition of the stable rank of V over k. 
Let H”( V, LO) denote the Tech cohomology group of V with coefficients in 
the structure sheaf 0. It is known that Hd( V, 0) is a k-vector space of 
dimension equal to pg (the geometric genus of V). Let F be the Frobenius 
“the p-linear” endomorphism of H“( V, 0). Then under the action of F, 
Hd( I’, 0) decomposes into the direct sum 
where Hfs( I’, CO) (resp. H&,( I’, Lo)) denotes the semi-simple (resp. 
nilpotent) subspace of Hd( V, Lo) on which Facts bijectively (resp. nilpoten- 
tly). The dimension of the k-vector space H&( V, 8) is defined to be the 
stable rank of V over k. 
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It is by now well known that the zeta-function of I’ over k has the form 
(Deligne [2]): 
Z(V, T)= fi det(l-F~~IH’(V))(~‘)“‘, 
i=O 
where H* is any Weil cohomology group of V, and Ff is the 
endomorphism of H*(V) induced from the q-th power Frobenius 
endomorphism of V over k = IF,, and that the eigenvalues of Ff satisfy the 
Riemann hypothesis. 
Furthermore, “mod p zeta-function Z(X, T) (mod p)” is described by the 
Katz congruence formula (Katz [4]): 
Z( V, T) s fi det( 1 - FfTl H’( V, -!!I))‘-“‘” (mod P). 
i=O 
In other words, “mod p zeta-function Z(X, T) (mod p)” is determined by 
the Tech cohomology groups. 
The Fermat variety X&(p) is a complete intersection. Hence only the 
middle dimensional Weil cohomology group H’(X;(p)) is nontrivial, and 
the zeta-function of Xm(p) is explicitly computable. In fact, Weil [ll, 121 
has described the zeta-function of Pm(p) in terms of Jacobi sums. We recall 
the results of Weil, which are needed in the subsequent discussions. Let 
‘$I,,, denote the set 
a=(~o,~l,...,~,+,) ai E ZfmZ, a, & 0 (mod m) a,+~,+ .*. +a,+,-0 (modm) ’ 
For each a E 211,,,, j(a) denotes the Jacobi sum defined by 
j(a)=(-l)r c X(Ul)a’X(U2)U2...X(U,+I)u’+‘, 
1+u,+u2+ “‘+“,+,=O 
u,ekX 
where x is a certain fixed character of order m of the mulitplicative group 
k x of k. Then the zeta-function of X;(p) has the form 
Z(Xk(p), T)=P(T)‘-I”-l/(1- T)(l -qT).**(l -q’z-), 
where 
P(T)= n (l-j(a) T). 
a E %n,, 
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Now each Jacobi sumj(a) is an algebraic integer in the mth cyclotomic 
field K,,, = Q(ezni”” ) satisfying the Riemann hypothesis: Ij(a)lcomp = q”*. 
The prime ideal decomposition of (j(a)) is given by Stickelberger’s theorem 
(cf. Weil [12]) as follows. Denote by G the Galois group of K, over Q. 
Then G is identified with the multiplicative group (Z/mZ) x. Let ‘$3 be a 
prime ideal in K,,, over p such that Norm,,,o(!@) = q = p/, and let H be its 
decomposition group over Q. Then H is the cyclic subgroup of G generated 
by p mod m, i.e., H = (pi mod m ( 0 < i < f}. Now define the arithmetical 
function A, : ‘?I,,,, + [0, rf] by 
where [,I] denotes the greatest integer function, and (1) = I- [A] is the 
fractional part of ,I E Q. Then (j(a)) has the prime ideal decomposition of 
the form 
(j(a)) = fi $3fff(rP), 
j= 1 
where { gl, = 1, CF ,*,..., o,} 2 { 1, t,, t2,..., t,} is a set of representatives of G 
mod H with ~~i(e*~“~) = e2no’m, and pj = ‘Q”Q. 
Remark. It is easy to see that the arithmetical function A, is invariant 
under permutation of components of a E a,,,,, and that for a fixed m, it 
depends only on the congruence class of p modulo m. 
3. PROOFS 
Proof of Theorem A( 1). We first prove 
LEMMA 1. Fix m. Then the following quantities are ail equal: 
(a) The stable rank of X;(p). 
(b) The degree of the characteristic polynomial 
det( 1 - F’TJ q,(pM(p), 0)). 
(c) The number of p-adic reciprocal roots of P( T) with p-adic order 0. 
(d) The horizontal length of the Newton polygon, S(P), of P( T) with 
slope 0. 
(e) The number of vectors II E au,,, such that A,(a) = 0. 
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Proof of Lemma 1. The equality of (a) and (b) follows from the 
definition of the stable rank of rm(p), and the Katz congruence formula. 
To prove the rest, we consider a p-adic decomposition of the polynomial 
P(T). Write P(T) =CF=, a,T’E I+ TZ[T]. The Newton polygon %(P) of 
P(T) is defined to be the convex hull of the set {(i, v&a,)) 1 i= 0, l,..., B}. 
Here vy is a p-adic valuation normalized so that v,(q) = 1 (so v,(p) = llf). 
Then ‘ill(P) has the initial point (0, 0), the end point (B, r), and all other 
breaking points are lattice points. The slope sequence of X(P) together 
with multiplicities gives the p-adic decomposition of P(T) over Z,. Hence 
the slope 0 part of S(P) corresponds to the p-adic unit reciprocal roots of 
P(T), and the length of the segment with slope 0 of ‘3(P) is equal to the 
number of all such roots. This establishes the equality of (c) and (d). The 
equality of (b) and (c) is a consequence of the Katz congruence formula. 
Now we prove the equality of (c) and (e). Recall the prime ideal decom- 
position of Jacobi sums j(a), which are the reciprocal roots of P(T): 
Ma))=&=, ‘p, ‘H(F) Let Ilj(a)ll% denote the normed absolute value of 
j(a) at a prime ‘$3. Then the p-adic order of 11 j(a)\1 Fp is given by 
v,(llAa)ll.)= v,(Norm,,,(FP)““~“) =IA,(la). 
f 
Hence the number of p-adic reciprocal roots of P(T) with p-adic order 0 is 
just the number of aE9l,,, such that A,(a) = 0. This completes the proof 
of Lemma 1. 
The assertion of Theorem A( 1) then follows immediately from Lemma 1 
and from the remark that A, depends only on the congruence class of p 
modulo m. 
Proof of Theorem A(2). The Picard number p(x’,(p)) is the rank of the 
N&on-Severi group of XL(p). The Tate Conjecture holds true for xZ,(p) 
(see Tate [9], Shioda and Katsura [S]), so that we may identify the 
following quantities: p(x’,(p)), the order of pole of the zeta-function 
Z(X,(p), T) at T= l/q and the multiplicity of q as a reciprocal root of 
P(T). An algorithm for computing p(x’,(p)) has been given in Yui [13] 
(Cf. Shioda [7, 81). In fact, we have 
P(x’,(P)) = 1+ 7w%,1”)~ 
where G = Gal(K,/Q) % (Z/mZ) x, and 
and 
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(#(S) denotes the cardinality of a set S.) This implies that p(x’,(p)) 
depends only on the function A,, and accordingly, it depends only on the 
congruence class of p modulo m. 
Proof of Theorem B( 1). The proof is by induction of n. Note that the 
dimension of Y:(p) is d = rn. If n = 1, there is nothing to prove, as we have 
Theorem A( 1). We give a complete proof for n = 2, since the idea of proof 
for the general case is essentially the same as n = 2 case. Consider any Weil 
cohomology group of Y;‘(p), in particular, the middle dimensional one 
Hd( Y;*(p)). Applying the Kiinneth formula, we have 
fe C2iP)) = fJ2’(xJp) xPm(p)) = & zf2’-i(xm(p))@ H’(Fm(p)). 
1=0 
Since XL(~) is a complete intersection, only one group is non-trivial in the 
right hand side, that is, H’(FM(p))@H’(Fm(p)). 
LEMMA 2. Fix m. Then the following arithmetical invariants of Y;*(p) 
are all equal: 
(a) The stable rank of Y;*(p). 
(b) [dim, ~G(X(P), a)]*. 
(c) The number of p-adic unit reciprocal roots of the polynomial 
P*(T) = det( 1 - FrTl H2’( pi*(p)). 
(d) The number of pairs (a, b)EBjm,* such that A,(a)+A,(b) =O, 
where B,,, = ‘u,,, x Iu,,, . 
Proof of Lemma 2. We have 
P*(T) = det( 1 - FfTl H2r( Yk*(p)) 
E det(1 - FfTI Hz;( Y;*(p)) (mod p) 
E det( 1 - PrTl Z!&(J$Jp)) @ Hfl,(pm(p))) (mod p). 
Comparing the degrees, we get the equality of (a) and (b). Now the non- 
trivial reciprocal roots of P*(T) are of the form j(a) j(b) with (a, b) E 23,,,. 
Hence the p-adic unit reciprocal roots of P*(T) are in l-l correspondence 
with the pairs (a, b) E ‘B,,, such that A,(a)+A,(b) =O. This gives the 
equality of (c) and (d). Note that A, is a nonnegative integer valued 
function, so that A,(a) + AH(b) = 0 if and only if A,(a) = AH(b) = 0. This 
establishes the equality of (d) and (b). 
This completes the proof of Lemma 2. 
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To prove the general case, we assume that the assertion holds true for all 
d = rt with t < 12. Then for d = rn, we have 
W( Yyyp)) = & Hd-i(Y~(“-‘)(p))OHi(X~(p)). 
i=O 
Since X;(p) is a complete intersection, there is only one interesting 
cohomology group in the right hand side, namely, Hd-r( Y$-l)(p))@ 
H’(X;(p)). Now the Katz congurence formula yields 
det( 1 - FrTl Hd( Yy(p)) 
Then the inductive hypothesis and the same line of argument as in the 
proof of Lemma 2 proves the assertion. 
Proof of Theorem B(2). The Picard number p( Y;*(p)) is the rank of 
the N&on-Severi group of Y:*(p). The Tate Conjecture for Y:*(p) has 
been proved in the affirmative by Tate [lo], so that p( Y:*(p)) is equal to 
the multiplicity of q as a reciprocal root of the characteristic polynomial 
det(1 -FrTj Of=, H2-i(Xt,(~))@Hi(Xk(p))). An algorithm for com- 
puting p( Y:*(p)) has been developed by Yui [ 141. In fact, we can compute 
that 
P( Y!G2(P)) = 2 + # Kf%L,,l”h 
where G = Gal(K,JQ) g (.Z/mZ) x, 
and 
[‘By,,]“= {(a,b)e23L,21AH(ta)+AH(tb)=f forall tEG}. 
This implies that p( Yi2(p)) depends only on AH, and hence it depends 
only on the congruence class of p modulo m. 
Proof of Theorem C( 1). That Zk(p) = X;(p)/% is nonsingular follows 
from the fact that no element of Y apart from the identity has fixed points 
on XL(p) (see, e.g., Briney [ 1 ] ). Now compare the middle dimensional 
Weil cohomology groups H’(X;(p)) and H’(Zk(p)) = H’(Xm(p)/9). It is 
known (Grothendieck [3, Exp. VII]) that H’(Zm(p)) is isomorphic to the 
g-invariant subspace H’(X;(P))~ of H’(Xh(p)). Observe that the 
endomorphism Ff on H’(X;(p)) commutes with the action of 9. This 
means that H;,(ZL(p)) = &,(X;(p))” s HL(X;(p)). Hence the assertion is 
a corollary of Theorem A( 1). 
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Proof of Theorem C(2). We know (Tate [9], and also Shioda and Kat- 
sura [6]) that the Tate conjecture holds true for X,(p). Since Z;(p) is a 
finite quotient of x’,(p), the Tate conjecture is also valid for Z;(p) 
(cf. Milne [S]). This means (Tate [9]) that the Picard number p(Zi(p)) of 
Z:(p) is equal to the dimension of the Qf-vector space [H’(Zi(p), 
a,( 1 ))]oa’(L’k) where k denotes the algebraic closure of k, Gal(k/k) the 
Galois group of k over k and Z;(p) = Z;(p) x k E, and the cohomology is 
the 8-adic &tale cohomology (e prime # p). The Galois group Gal(k/k) 
commutes with the action of 9. This, in particular, implies that 
[H2(Z$(p), Q,( l)]Ga’(n’k) s [HZ(x’,(p), Q,( l))oal(k’k)]~, 
where X,(P) = X’,(P) x k E We know by Theorem A(2) that the Picard 
number p(x’,( p)) of x2,(p) depends only on the congruence class of p 
modulo m. Therefore, so does the Picard number p(ZL(p)) = 
dimol[H2(m), Q,( l)]G”““k). 
4. PROBLEM 
The assertion concerning the Picard number in the theorems may be 
generalized to Fermat varieties X;(p) for r even, to the product varieties 
yhn(p) for arbitrary r and n, and to finite quotients Z;(p) of Fermat 
varieties x’,(p) for r even. 
The Tate Conjecture for XL(p) states that the order of pole of the zeta- 
function Z(pm(p), T) at T= l/q’ is equal to the dimension of the Q,-vector 
subspace H2’(pm(p), QJr)) spanned by the class of k-rational algebraic 
cycles of codimension r on X;(p). (Here the cohomology is the L’-adic Ctale 
cohomology with L’ a prime # p, and rm(p) =Xm(p) x k F with F the 
algebraic closure of k.) The validity of the Tate Conjecture seems to depend 
only on the congruence class of p modulo m. The Tate Conjecture has been 
proved in the affirmative in the following cases. 
(I) p = 1 (mod m) for arbitrary m and r = 2 (Tate [9]). 
(II) p = 1 (mod m) for arbitrary r and m with certain conditions 
(Shioda 173). 
(III) p with pf- 1 (mod m) and pf12 + 1~ 0 (mod m) for arbitrary m 
and r. (Tate [9], see also Shioda and Katsura [6], and Yui [13, 141). 
Therefore it does not seem too unreasonable to make the following 
CONJECTURE. Assume the validity of the Tate Conjecture for X;(p) 
(r: even). Then the arithmetical quantities appearing in the Tate Conjecture 
are all equal and depend only on the congruence class of p module m. The 
same is valid also for product varieties and quotient varieties of X;(p). 
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For the product variety Y$Q), the validity of the Tate Conjecture 
depends on that for XL(p) by Shioda [7]. For a finite quotient variety 
z’,(p), it is readily seen that the validity of the Tate Conjecture for 2~(p) 
follows from that for XL(p). 
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